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TASK
On 23 January 2008, the Swiss Federal Council
adopted the plan of action for the handling of
electronic data and documents (project GEVER
BUND). Thus, a comprehensive package of measures was launched that aims to modernize record
keeping and information management by the end
of 2012. To fulfill the mission of the Swiss Federal
Council by implementing the electronic business
management (GEVER) within the organization by
the end of 2010, the Federal Chancellery had specified the project organization – GEVER BK – by the
end of 2008.

Thomas Helbling,
Vice-Chancellor
of the Swiss Federal
Chancellery

«We have taken up our pioneering role to be the first administrative unit of the Federal Administration to implement the
latest release of the Fabasoft eGov-Suite, version 8.0 SP1. We
have thus clearly shown that modernizing an administration
can be done quickly and easily.»
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OBJECTIVES
With GEVER BK, the Federal Chancellery wanted to
achieve these objectives:
• implementing a uniform business management for
internal use of the Federal Chancellery as well as for use
between the Federal Chancellery and the departments
• reducing the number and variety of the filing of official
documents
• introducing a uniform classification system
• ensuring transparency and traceability in business
management
• harmonizing task control within the
Federal Chancellery
• promoting transparency, knowledge management and
knowledge transfer
• archiving in a legally compliant manner
• increasing business process efficiency
• exchanging information and data without media breaks
(interfaces to specialized applications)
• considering the needs of the users as best possible
• ensuring secure access to electronic data or the
GEVER platform (even when teleworking)

Franco Fomasi (left): General Project Manager GEVER BK
Viktor Rossi (right): Head of the «successor organization»
Business Administration and Logistics
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IMPLEMENTATION
After a lead time of two years, the Federal Chancellery (BK) successfully put the Fabasoft eGov-Suite to
productive use throughout the organization on 22 November 2010. It has thus chosen Fabasoft’s latest technology to provide its services for the Federal Council,
the Federal Administration and the general public, and
to ensure electronic processing of transactions with a
minimum of media breaks.
The system has been running stable since, and all 255
employees of the Federal Chancellery use it in their
daily work. Switzerland’s oldest federal institution is
the first public organizational unit of the Federal Council – and one of the first Swiss public bodies – that has
«dared» to introduce the latest version of the Fabasoft
eGov-Suite.
This bold step also involved some difficulties but these
were overcome by the project team. Yet the improvements in the software’s usability, which Fabasoft implemented in version 8.1, were too important for the
acceptance of the project to do without it. Considering that a follow-up version had already been on the
market for a year, opting for an outdated software
version would furthermore have been difficult to understand and even more difficult to explain in terms
of efficiency.
To avoid the lengthy, and in later product versions recurring, effort as to development and testing, and to make
the investment a lasting one, the Federal Chancellery
decided to adopt the federal standard and to keep the
list of «special requests» to a minimum.
These minimal adjustments to the standard product
Fabasoft eGov-Suite 8.0 SP1 have been implemented
successfully:
• automatic generation of recycle bin in one’s personal
area on first login
• moving of non-registered documents to the owner’s
personal recycle bin when terminating the informal
work area
• expansion of activity «Order allocation»
• expansion of activity «For processing»
• pre-configuration of document properties, mail
merge fields and document types

Business processes with GEVER
The business processes were documented directly with
the affected users and the «owner» of the business process and stored in system.
The following processes were mapped in the production
environment at the time GEVER was introduced:
• scanning and electronic distribution of incoming
physical mail
• electronic distribution of office consultations
• application to the directorate
• jobs
• joining the staff / probation
• leaving the staff
• service contracts
• translation contracts
Training the staff
The entire staff of the Federal Chancellery completed
two mandatory training modules and received direct
support; it can further increase its knowledge in regular
training opportunities in various fields offered since or
simply «brush up» its skills. The same applies to new
members of the Federal Chancellery staff.
Clear, simple and staff-oriented training was and is being offered. Documents customized for the target audience were also created. Training was organized for small
groups and even specially designed individual coaching
was offered wherever necessary. In doing so, the project
staff traveled several kilometers on foot: they were constantly providing support during the preparatory work
on the ground or simply visiting the sections to make
sure everything was in order.
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OBJECTIVES MET
On 22 November 2010, the Federal Chancellery
successfully put the Fabasoft eGov-Suite to productive use throughout. The Swiss Federal Chancellery thus leads the way in implementing electronic business management (GEVER).

SUCCESS FACTORS
➤➤ The Federal Chancellery took a number of steps to
ensure a successful outcome: giving itself plenty of
time (two years for the introduction and one year
of consolidation), allocating the resources required
(a team of five), hiring the best experts available,
taking all known organizational measures (developing a strategy, a mission statement, organizational rules, a new classification system and so on),
doing project marketing, securing the services of
an expert in internal communication, and working
with experienced and flexible providers.
➤➤ The directorate of the Federal Chancellery continually sent clear signals to the workforce and

strongly supported the project. The organizational
units were kept up to date with GEVER messages.
➤➤ The Federal Chancellery staff was comprehensively supported and trained. The results of these
ambitions are now evident and encouraging.
➤➤ The significant improvements in version 8 in
terms of ease-of-use helped to eliminate fears
and have thus played a major role in improving
acceptability.
➤➤ The security and confidentiality of information are
a challenge – and will be even more so in the future.
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Task and objectives met
On 23 January 2008, the Swiss Federal Council adopted
the plan of action for the handling of electronic data and
documents (project GEVER BUND). Thus, a comprehensive
package of measures was launched that aims to modernize
record keeping and information management by the end
of 2012.

After a lead time of two years, the Swiss Federal Chancellery
(BK) successfully put the Fabasoft eGov-Suite to productive
use throughout the organization on 22 November 2010. The
Swiss Federal Chancellery thus leads the way in implementing electronic business management (GEVER).
Solution
To fulfill the mission of the Swiss Federal Council by implementing the electronic business management (GEVER) by
the end of 2010, the Federal Chancellery had specified the
project organization – GEVER BK – by the end of 2008.
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